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By Tom, Tommy and Dan Clum

Properly Trained, the
Traditional Hunter is Highly Effective

M

ost of us got into bowhunting
because we wanted a higher
challenge. It is a huge step
up in hunting difficulty to take an elk
or a deer with any bow compared to
taking one with a rifle. Bowhunting
attracts the kind of guy that doesn’t
have to kill something. If a person has
to kill something, they stick to their
300 Win Mag. Now, don’t get me wrong
here, after a person becomes proficient as a bowhunter, they probably
put more meat in their freezer because
of the enhanced opportunities the bow
seasons allow. However, here’s what
happens: as soon as we take the challenge of our first bow season, we find
we like the world of rutting bulls and
bucks, nicer weather, longer seasons

and the greater satisfaction derived
from our hunting method. Even if we
went out our first season and did not
get close to taking an animal, we had to
be bowhunters.
The step of becoming a bowhunter
from a rifle hunter is a pretty darn
big one. With a rifle, once the animal is located, the hunt is pretty much
over. With a bow, once the animal is
located, the hunt just begins. The step
of hunting with a traditional bow from
hunting with a compound bow is a
relatively small one. This challenge
is not the drastic step that a person
jumps to when changing from the rifle
to the compound bow. However, the
enjoyment and satisfaction level may
be even more dramatic. Here it is in

a nutshell: hunting with a traditional
bow is the most challenging, satisfying,
simple, rewarding and romantic manner in which a person can legally hunt,
period. Here is what most of you do
not know: the step up in the challenge
is not during the hunting season but
the other 11 months of the year. I say
that because the recurve bow is not an
inferior hunting weapon. You will have
many advantages hunting with the
stick and string. Are there also advantages to the modern compound bow?
Of course; there are many.
Most people have had limited exposure to traditional archery and often
question the effectiveness of these simple hunting tools. My answers to those
questions are very straightforward.

T
Brock, an RMS Gear employee, with a Kansas mule deer he
shot at 40 yards on a spot-and-stalk hunt. Brock became a fulltime traditional bowhunter in 2012 and, in a few short years,
started to regularly take animals at distances most think is not
possible with a traditional bow.

Author Tom Clum’s son-in-law took this beautiful Nebraska turkey
with his Wapiti recurve. He has become a very successful traditional
bowhunter after picking up a bow for the first time just a few years
ago.
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There are many instances in which
the traditional bow is a more effective
hunting tool than the compound bow.
Fred Eichler once put it to me this way,
and I am paraphrasing: “If I were trying
to shoot an apple off of your head, I
would rather be shooting a compound
bow. If I were hunting you, I would
rather have a recurve in my hand.”
Eichler has taken the Super Slam with
a recurve bow. That is all 29 species of
North American big game. Rick Dugan
of Colorado has also accomplished this
amazing feat.
The primary step up in challenge
with a stick and string is the time spent
learning to shoot the bow. This is the
fun part. With a modern compound
bow, a new shooter can, with good
instruction, have an effective range of
20 yards within a week. Give that person a couple of months and they can
reliably put most of their arrows in
a tennis ball at 20 yards. The traditional bow is an awesome weapon, no
doubt. The bow performs many of the
functions of a good archery shot for
you. While the overall accuracy and
increased range one can achieve with
a compound bow cannot be denied,
the traditional bow brings several distinct advantages to hunting situations
as well. Let’s run through them.
Unlike a compound bow, which
you must shoot in a static, vertical position with the bow’s sight bubble perfectly leveled, a traditional bow can
be shot from almost any position or
orientation. I regularly practice and
have taken several animals by shooting under a bush or branch, with the
bow’s limbs parallel to the ground. Tom
Sr. demonstrates this shot to prospective traditional hunters in the shop
on a weekly basis by kneeling on the

A shooter with a Hawk recurve, carbon arrows and a Fred Bear quiver floating down a
river during an Ontario moose hunt.

ground, bending over with the bow
parallel to and inches off of the ground
and shooting an arrow. More often
than not during this demonstration,
his arrow lands in the 5 ring at 20 yards.
This is a convincing display of the versatility a traditional bow brings to the
hunting woods.
Traditional bows can be shot very
quickly. You don’t have to range the target, search for a D-loop, line the peep
with the sight housing, level the bow or
find the sight pin. You simply slap your
fingers on the string, look at the spot
you want to hit and shoot. When shooting under or through obstructions, you
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do not look through a peep at sight
pins; instead, you look down or directly
over the arrow shaft so you can see the
trajectory the arrow is going to take.
This allows you to immediately know
whether or not your arrow will reach
the animal cleanly, without deflection.
Reflect back through your personal
hunting career. How many animals
have you had in close quarters, when
you needed one or two more seconds
to get a shot off with your compound
bow? The chances are highly likely you
could have taken those animals with a
traditional bow.
Traditional bows are the very

give us a call for a free catalog on leather products
and traditional accessories made in colorado, u.s.a.

THE HUNT ISN’T OVER AT 60 YARDS.

IT HAS ONLY JUST BEGUN!
you can do this. we can help.

877-843-5559
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Speed
Draw Weight
Weight
ATA
ATA @ Draw
Power Stroke
Length
K.E.

335 fps
125 lb
9 lb
18”
15.1”
14”
34.5”
99.3 ft-lb

Dan Clum standing at the top of a drainage after a long morning of elk hunting. Open country, like above timberline, makes
getting into traditional distances a little tougher.

BRUZER

Dan Clum with a nice Wisconsin whitetail. This buck came in trotting to a can call and Dan had to make a fast, moving shot to kill
TM
this deer.
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definition of simplicity. They are season while we wait for replacement half of the penetration? The answer is
feather-light to carry and virtually parts to show up. Chances are you simple: they shoot light arrows with
nothing can go wrong with them in a haven’t been an unlucky hunter who inefficient broadhead designs for penhunting situation. In the extremely rare has had one of these problems happen etration. The compound shooters in my
situation that a string breaks on a hunt, to them but I would almost guarantee shop that have gone the route of heavier
you pull a spare out of your pack and you know someone who has.
arrows with cut-on-contact fixed-blade
string the bow right up. It will take you
A lot of people ask us about the broadheads have had amazing termiA ready
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get it or mount
recurve. quiver,
They correctly
observe
African animals. They
on the bow and get back to hunting. A much slower arrow speeds and lower regularly shoot right through heavy
broken or damaged string on a com- kinetic energy numbers. This leads to bones and achieve penetration they
pound usually involves a long trip out the seemingly logical questioning of never thought possible.
of the woods to a pro shop and runs the potential for adequate penetraHow heavy of a bow and how
BEARARCHERY.COM
you around $100. Over the years, my tion out of a traditional bow. First I heavy of an arrow should a traditional
personal hunting partners and friends will say that with a traditional bow, hunter use? Our advice is that a hunter
have run the gamut of hunt-ending kinetic energy numbers are not as reli- should shoot the heaviest bow they can
or delaying problems with their com- able of a predictor for penetration as shoot comfortably and with good form.
pound bows: broken D-loops, bumped momentum. Traditional bowhunters The worst thing you can do is over-bow
sights resulting in a miss, rests failing get penetration out of arrow weight and yourself with draw weight. You are far
or going out of tune, loose or lost mod- efficient broadhead design. Heavier better off to shoot a lighter bow with
ule screws from the bow cams, broken arrows, especially with high front of proper technique and shot execution
strings or cables, lost releases, peeps center weight, have a tremendous posi- than a heavy bow with poor form. We
spinning or not rotating, sticks getting tive effect on penetration. Broadhead have been tracking the weight of the
caught in the cams or rests while draw- design is also a huge factor. Traditional hunting bows sold in our shop over the
ing on an animal and more. Owning hunters use cut-on-contact heads with past six years. This has shown a mean
a full-service pro shop has shown me a high length-to-width ratio. I am sure weight of 51 pounds, with over half
just how prevalent these problems are. you have all seen deer shot on TV (or of the sold bows falling in the 45-55
As I was writing this article, a fellow in person) when the hunter gets at pound range. The curve falls off sharply
literally came in with a bow he derailed most half of the arrow in penetration. I on either side of those weights. Most
while trying to shoot a deer. How it can’t remember the last whitetail I shot adult men can shoot a 45-50 pound
happened, he has no idea. What we do when my arrow wasn’t stuck in the dirt bow with good form shot after shot and
know is he has a broken string and bent behind the deer. How can a bow shoot- those weights are sufficient for all big
idler wheel. He will lose a week of his ing almost twice as fast get less than game animals in North America with a
TM
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EASY
SET UP.
EASY SELL.
HXL
trophyridge.com
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proper hunting arrow setup.
We give the same advice when it
comes to arrow weight and believe
a person should shoot the heaviest
arrow they can tolerate the trajectory
of. Recommendations are full of opinion and always subject to argument.
Even so, I will give my opinion, which
is based on my experience and that of
the thousands of traditional bowhunters that I converse with through our
store. It is my opinion that a person
should shoot an arrow of at least 500
grains for elk and 10 grains per pound
of draw weight for deer as a minimum.
The Ashby studies will tell you that you
need a minimum of a 620 grain arrow
and at least 19 percent FOC to break
through bone but I have taken several
elk in the old days with 450 grain wood
arrows and a 125 grain broadhead. I
never had a problem with penetration
but rarely had a pass-through. Now I
shoot 570 grain arrows with a 200 grain
broadhead and commonly have passthrough shots on elk.
The effective range of the average
traditional bowhunter is much more
limited than the effective range of the
average compound bowhunter. Slower
arrow speeds and shooting without the
aid of a sight are distinctly limiting factors. Traditional shooters accept that
they have to keep their skills honed
with consistent practice. Don’t expect
to pull your recurve bow off the wall a
month before the season and hit your
target. The fine motor skills required
to shoot a traditional bow are perishable and demand frequent practice.

But that’s the fun part, isn’t it? Most
traditional hunters I talk to have a maximum effective range of 30 yards and
less, with the very best shooting out to
40 yards. Before I received professional
instruction, I spent a lot of years with
an effective range of 20 yards or less
and took many animals. I had to get
really sneaky. I can pretty much double
that now but it took wiping the old
slate clean and starting over with good
form. With greater challenge comes
greater satisfaction.
In the old days, there was a high
percentage of traditional archers that
shot wooden arrows. Wood and aluminum were mainstays. I would say
that well over 90 percent of traditional archers that I deal with now
shoot carbon. There are fantastic arrow
choices for traditional bows from all
major manufacturers. You can easily
get shafts that are 10-13 grains per inch
in most spine deflections. Most of them
have seamless wraps in wood grains.
My favorite arrows are 10-11 grains per
inch and sport 200 grain points. I shoot
them at everything from rabbits to 3-D
targets to moose. They are durable and
I usually re-fletch them many times
before I lose or break them.
Like compound shooters, most traditional bowhunters use bow quivers.
Selway and Thunderhorn are the most
popular brands. Unlike compound
shooters, traditional guys do a lot of
stump shooting while out on hunts, so
Zwickey judos, blunts or Small Game
Thumpers by Vantage Point Archery
are a must. When I hunt, I always have
an extra string, a
tip protector on the
bottom limb of my
bow and brush buttons on my string
to keep brush from
snagging between
the string and limb.
I really like the
strung bow cases
from Shooting Star
Archery Products. I
rarely unstring my
bows and in some
states, while you
are driving a car
or riding an ATV, a
Tommy and Dan Clum shot this photo while floating an Idaho bow must be fully
encased to be legal.
river with their traditional bows on a recent bear hunt.

A Hawk recurve, a Selway quiver and carbon arrows with an Ontario moose.

I think the biggest question in
everybody’s mind is “Can I get good
enough with this weapon to enjoy
yearly success or do I have to become
a vegetarian when I carry a traditional
bow?” This is not a totally unfair question. If you grab a bow and try to teach
yourself how to shoot it, the chances
are slim that you will have long-term
repeat success. That is how most of
us grew up and the list of bowhunters
who left traditional archery because of
shooting issues is a long one. However
and this is a big “however,” there is
proper shooting instruction now that
is changing the game. We have started
teaching our customers how to shoot
based on archery motions and concepts being taught at the Olympic
Training Center. Of course, a few small
things are modified to fit the traditional
bowhunter but the principles are the
same. The best shots that walk through
our doors are now mostly made up
of new-to-traditional bowhunters that
learned how to shoot the right way
right away. These guys regularly and
confidently kill animals at 35 yards,
sometimes a little further. Yes, you can
do this. You can teach your customers
how to do this. Traditional archery is
about to go mainstream. It is, simply to
say, fun.
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THE NEW

FPS

330

LBS

4.2

BRACE HEIGHT
AXLE-TO-AXLE
PEAK DRAW WEIGHT
DRAW LENGTH RANGE
LET OFF

7”
33 1/4”
45-60, 55-70 lbs
27”-32”
80%

MOVES
THE
NEEDLE.

WWW.BEARARCHERY.COM
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